Some relative cation mobilities determined by the column method are reported. The results are compared with external ion mobilities reported by a number of authors who used the zone electrophoresis technique. In some cases the agreement is sufficient, in others the discrepancy is evident, but this can also occur when different measurements of external mobilities are compared with each other. Some sources of error are discussed.
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The techniques used to determine electromigration mobilities in molten salt mixtures can be divided into two classes. In a review by ALBERTI and ALLULLI 1 the first one
was called "open-block method of zone electrophoresis".
Here a zone of a tracer migrates along a strip of some porous medium, which is soaked with molten salt. Since the displacement along a strip is measured, the ion mobilities are measured relative to the support, and are thus "external mobilities". The results are summarized in Table 1 .
Comparison with mobility measurements on strips
The relation between external mobilities (u^, uk) and the internal mobility bik is
For calculating relative mobilities from strip experiments we have for pure salts used the conductivity data compiled by JANZ et al. 11 . For mixtures Nooijer's data are used 12 .
The mobility b is always calculated for the temperature at which u is reported to be measured. Since there is reason to assume that this temperature is too low for some early investigations 13 , including Arnikar's, this means that the calculated relative mobilities are too high in these cases. Turning our attention to the heavy impurity RbNOß, mobility data exist for a strip with KNO3 at 450 °C from which it follows that mk -«Rb = 0.14 X 10~4 cm 2 V-1 s" 1 , which is in reasonable agreement with our results.
Li, K, Ag-nitrate:
Due to thermal decomposition our samples from the separation column were found to contain both AgN03 and silver as metal or oxide. Of course this complicates calculations of £>13/ 6 but is not so important for &12/ &. Regarding &13/6, our experiments only allow the qualitative conclusion that it is likely that g > &Li in our LiN03-rich mixture. As for b^/b, it is difficult to make any meaningful comparisons, since data on external mobilities in pure UNO3 or LiN03-rich mixtures are very scarce, and the values of itu and uk determined in other melts spread considerably.
Discussion
Some possible sources of experimental error should be remembered. As pointed out previously 1 , there are differences in the way the different authors have evaluated their measurements of external mobilities. Also, u\ -u% is not measured directly but calculated from more or less independent measurements of u\ and u<i. Regarding our experiments with columns, in principle, two types of disturbances can occur at solidification. Thus, a certain remixing might result from flow caused by volume changes. In this case the measured value of b\i\b would tend to become too small, while, on the other hand, partial fractionation during solidification would give rise to bx^b values which are too high. The importance of these two sources of error depends on the construction of the cell as well as on the quenching technique.
Consequently, either method of determining bn (or bulb) has its weaknesses, and the results obtained so far should be viewed with some suspicion. Bearing this in mind, it is comforting that the different measurements agree reasonably well for Li-Ca and K-Rb, while the serious discrepancies for Na-K are a challenge for further work.
